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Campuses report recruiting
Undisclosed settlement
reached in Watras lawsuit cutback a national trend

I-

I

BA/)OR, Maine.(AP; -- A law-suo
filed by a former player against former
Univelsity of Maine basketball coach
Peter Gavett has been settled out of
court,according to a coun filing cited in
a published report Saturday.
NO details of the settlement between
Gavett and Victoria Watras were contained in the document filed friday in
PenObscot County Superior Court, the
Bangor Daily News said.
Gavett, contacted by the newspaper.
had no immediate comment.He declined
comment tn January when the suit was
filed. Other parties to the case could ra)t
be located Saturday by The Associated
Press.
Watras had alleged that Gavett raquested sexual favors repeatedly during
a period between October' 1985 and
January 1988.
The former player's suit also charged
that Gavett once assaulted her
Gavertreaigned as coach in June 1988.
four months after signing a three-year
contract extensioli.
"The simple fact is that I was accused
of harassment and chose tc resign," hc
said at the time. The university issued a
statement then saying Gavett admitted
having "physical contact of a personal
nature" with a student and that he had
resigned rather than face a suspension

or investigation.
I n February 1989,by orderofthe Maine
supreme court, the terms of a settlement
between Gavett and the university were
released. Terms induced a year's salary
of 536,000 for the coach, paid out of a
discretionary fund controlled by University of Maine President Dale W. Lick.
The university system was dismissed as
a defetalant in.Watras'suit in March.The
fonnersplayer had charged that officials
knew or should have known about accusations against the coach. The university disputed her contention, saying it
had policies in place to prevent activities

(CPS) — The number of businesses
recruiting at colleges has stabilized or,
ever, decreasedthis fall,say some college
placement officers, and they fear it may
become the trend..
"Students are going to have to look a
little harder and a little longer" for jobs,
acknowledged Sharon Fulkerson, office
managerforCareerServiCes at EastTexas
State University, where the number of
campus recruiters dropped from 20 last
fall to II this fall.
The student job market, in sum,seems
to be tightening.
"My presumption is the economic climate is such that the jobs just aren't out
there," Fulkerson said.
"We have heard that some(companies)
tire cutting back," confirmed Dawn
Oberman,a statistical services specialist
with the College Placement Council
(CPC), which tracks recruiting and hir- ,
ing of college graduates nationwide.
Oberman said smaller companies and
those that recruit nationally are the ones
that seem to be cutting back.
Barbara Hayes, recruiting communications director for Hewlett Packard, said;
her company has reduced its student re-'
cruiting "quite a bit" in the last three ;
years.
We're trying to keep the workforce
flat," Hayes explained.

The same number of companies are
recruiting at the University of Vermont,
but they are interviewing fewer students,
said Jane Graiko, the school's interviewing coordinator.
"Idon't see it(the number ofcompanies
recruiting)going up ordown,"said C'huck
Whitman, director of Career Services at
Youngstown State University in Ohio,
where recruiting has remained stable the
last two years.
For fall and spring graduates, all this
could mean more job seekers applying
for fewer positions.
"There's going to be much more competition" among students for jobs, Vermont's Graiko said.
"There are already job seekers camped
out on doorsteps" of companies that are
accepting applications,agreed Fulkerson.
Law schools have been especially hard
hit by the drop in recruiters.
Georgetown, American and Harvard
university law schools as well as the
University of California at Berkeley's
law school all have reported that fewer
law firms are recruiting this fall.
"There should be no sense of panic, but
you are probably aware that this may not
be like other recent recruiting seasons,"
wrote June Thomson,recruiting chieffor
Harvard University Law School, in a
letter to Harvard law students.

New policies govern on-campus recruiting at UMaine
By Marc Rancourt
Staff %triter
Ora anizations wishing to recruit individuals on the University of Maine campus will
be adhering,to new policies.
On Oct. 19Dale Lick approved
a new set of recruiting policies
submitted by the Faculty Sen-
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ate, the Student Government,
and the Association of Graduate Students.
,The policies were prompted
by ongoing debate during the
1989-90 school year over CIA
recruiting methods here .at
UMaine.
Two of the five new policies
directly affect the CIA's recruiting methods.
The yA will not be recruiting
here at UMaine this year due to
the current economic conditions
according to Adrian Sewall,
director of the Career:Center.
Thomas Christensen, President of the Faculty Senate, believes thatthe new policies were
a compromise.
"At that was passed was a
comr romise between views of
both sides of the issue," Christensen said."Ithink it represents
the broad view of the faculty."
Christensen believes that the
students have the right to choose
who they wish to talk to in terms
of organizations that are repus.
cruiting on the UM •
rsity
"I would resent the
not
telling Me who I can
"The
talk to,i' Christen
resolutions that were passed
reflect bat."
;
Ethaa Strimling, president of

the Maine Peace Action Committee, is satisfied with the new
policies.
"I'm pretty pleased with the
new policies," said Strimling.
"They do not prohibit the opportunity to recruit."
All policies submitted were
approved except for one. A
policy stating that the CIA could
not practice covert recruiting
here on the UMaine campus
was passed by the Student
Senate with a vote of 10-2 but
the Faculty Senate and LiA
voted it down.
Christensen said the CIA can
promise that they will not
practice covert recruiting but
how can the university enforce
it and be sure that they do not
covertly recruit.
"It was a question of enforceability," Christensen said.
Steven Mendros, vice president of Student Government
was personally against the policy.
"I didn't feel bat we thould
be taking that extra step without
the students v ie wpoint,";Mendros said. Lick was unavailable
to comment on why hi; was
against the polity..
The first new policy states that
through a petition signed by 300

Or

students,faculty,or staff a public forum to discuss tIticrecruiting organization's po ies and
practices will be scheifuled.
The petition must st4te which
of the recruiter's practices or
policies are in questioriand must
be delivered to Adrian,.Sewall,
director of the Career Center.
Any organization that Peruses
to comply with 'a rquest to
participate in a pub4c forum
will not be permitted future use
of UMaine campus fa4ilities for
recruiting purposes ntil the
required forum is hel
The policy also req ires that .•
the Career Center shill notify
the UMaine community of all
organizations schedu ed to recruit students on the UMaine
campus.
The second policy tes that
any member of the UMaine
community who has a ongoing
or occasional relatio ip with
the CIA as a recruit r should
report that fact in wri ng to the
univoraity.
The policy also galas that any
member of the UM ne,coma
munity who is recn4ing shall
trot give the CIA th4 name of
another member of t4e university community without the
prior consent ur that 4dividuat

The third policy states that the
Career Center will exercise
leadership to expand and enhaw;opportunities for students
to consider a broader range of
ethical issues and personal
values in their career planning.
The fourth policy states that
all employers seeking to recruit
on campus will be asked to sign
a statement indicating their
compliance with the University's non-discrimination policy.
The recruiting organization
does not have to adhere to
UMaine's discrimination poi(
cy ifthey choose not to but does
have to adhere to the fede
non-discrimination policy.
UMaine's non-discrimination
policy states that"the University of Maine shall not discriminate and shall comply with applicable laws prohibiting
discrimination on the grounds
of race, color, religion, sex,
sexual orientation, national origin or citizenship status, or
education,and all other areas of
the University.
The University of Maine does
not discriminate on the basis of
handicap in admission or access to, or treattnent or 'e
ployment 'in its prop arlis and
activities.
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Young Saddam Hussein
taking ribbing in Mississippi
PEARL, Miss.(AP) — Meet Saddam
Hussain.
He plays baseball, likes cheese pizza
and watches wrestling on television.
But this Saddam is a9-year-old fourthgrader at Pearl Upper Elementary School
in this community near Jackson.
Friends say he's an all-around nice kid.
A Pakistan. native, Saddam says he is
unfazed by sharing a name with the man
President Bush branded "the butcher of
Baghdad."
"When I was little, my parents used to
tell me all about Saddam," he said. "I
know he's not a nice person."
"He is handling it all very well,"teacher
Patsy Rogers said of the occasional ribbing Saddam takes about his name."He
has a sense of humor."
Saddam said he quickly got used to
double takes and quizzical looks from
teachers when school started a few weeks
after Iraq invaded Kuwait Aug. 2.
"They don't notice my name that Much
now," he said.
"Our music teacher said that in the
Saddam Hussain over there was as sweet
as the Saddam Hussain over here, we
wouldn't have any problems,"said Paige
Welborn,one ofSaddam's classmates."I
think she's right."
Saddam is quick to point out a key
difference between his name and the.
Iraqu i leader's:-lie spells his(last)name
with an 'E',"Saddam said."I spell mine
with an 'A'."

Saddam got his name for two reasons:
His older brother is named Hasham,
and the rhyming names sounded good
for a pair of brothers, his father. Mancoor Hussain, said, adding:
"In New York, where I was working.
I had an Iranian friend. 1 would tell
him,'I'm going to have a son, and I'm
going to name him Saddam."
He said he was only teasing his Iranian friend. At that time in 1980,Iran
and Iraq were at war.
"After we had a son,I thought,'Why
not name him Saddam? It's a good
name,— said Hussain, a veterinarian
for the U.S. Agriculture Department in
Jackson.
Most of Saddam's peers at Pearl
Upper Elementary understand a bit
about events developing in the Persian
Gulf, Rogers said.
A few classmates have greeted him
with military salutes.
"I just ignore them," Saddam said,
shrugging.
"I don't like it when people make fun
of him," said Scott Rowan, one of
Saddam's best friends. "I take up for
him."
. Rogers smiles when talking about
Saddam's part in a class project.
"They wrote letters to the servicemen
in the Middle East," she said."You're
going to love what Saddam put on his
card. He wrote,'I'm not who you think
I am.—
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News in Brief
1
OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) -- + doctor
whose wife died as he performedlliposuclion on her in his office must stand trial on
a murder charge, a judge rules. •
Joe Bills Reynolds' wife.Sharon 43,died
during a four-hour operation Sept:7, 1989.
The liposuction left her with a two-footlong wound and drained most of tile blood
from her body, medical witnesses estified
during a preliminary hearing.
MANAMA, Bahrain (AP) — An exiled
Kuwaiti official says the governiient-inexile has alerted the Arab Leaguel and the
United Nations that Iraq is using Kuwaiti
letterhead and altering docurnentlit seized
in the invasion.
that the
A document purporting to sho
;
CIA and Kuwaitconspired to dam e]Iraq's
economy is a fake and was stamptfcl with a
seal taken by the invading Iraq*, Sheik
Sabah al-Ahmed, exiled Kuwait deputy
premier and foreign minister, said Friday.
BUDAPEST,Hungary(AP)— Officials
of the grumbling Warsaw Pact agreed
Saturday to divide up their tanks and other
conventional weapons,as action that paves
the way for an East-West accord eovering
all of Europe.
Foreign Minister Geza Jeszenszky said
the agreement (vas the "first,step iloward a
new system ofsecurity in Europe,"replacing
the Cold War confrontation that 'plagued
Europe for dhore than four decadet.
NEW YORK(AP)— After ninei months
ofgossip about the war between the trumps.
Ivana is filing for divorce from dIveloper
Donald.
The Trumps announced Friday in statements that she is seeking the divoice.
BEIJING (AP) — About 27,004 people
are poisoned by pesticides each ye4r in one
Chinese province, 10percent ofthei4 fatally,
an official report said Saturday,
•
The Legal Daily attributed the tf h incidence of poisonings in east China's' iangsu
province to the growing use of pticides
over the past decade without adequate safety
instructions. No nationwide figu s were
given.
AUGUSTA(AP)— Boise Cascade Corp.
has agreed to pay $154,666 in penalties for
anti-pollution law and license victristions,
the Maine Department of Enviroarnental
Protection said.
The payment stems from a settlement of
air quality complaints against the Boise
Cascade mill in Rumford betweeii 2987
and 1990, officials said.
MURPHYSBORO,Ill.(AP)— An,army

reservist who decided to join thri peace
movement rather than report for active duty
in Saudi Arabia was arrested Fri4) on a
charge of military desertion, aut drities
said.
Spec.Stephanie R. Atkinaon was
sted
atter home in Murphysboro, the,4iqkson
cbunty sheriff's office said in a sta inent.
ISLAMABAD,Pakistan(AP)— usted
Prime Minister Beriazir B utto and h r party
walked out ofthe new Parlimentto4yafter
het'jailed husband was not allowed t44tend
the swearing-in ceremony
The right-wing Islamic Democrat c Alliance, which routed Ms. Bhutto n lasL
month's election, took the oath ithout

them to form Pakistan' fifth civilian
government.
GAINSEVILLE, Ga. (AP) — A car
With human bones inside that was hauled
: from the bottom of a lake nay have been
the one that ran off the road id1958,say
officials still trying to determine what
happened to the two occupants.
The 1950's Ford sedan removed from
110-foot depths of Lake Lanier on
Thursday bore a 1958 licedse plate, and
could lead to resolution of the "Lady of
the Lake" mystery, Hall County Sheriff
Dick Mecum said.
HARARE,Zimbabwe(AP)— African
Olympic organizers, in their first meeting with South African sports officials,
today refused to drop their sports boycott
against South Africa despite the whiteled Pretoria government's racial reforms.
But Africa's main Olympic policy
making body also said at the beginning of
the two-day meeting that it looks forward
to readmission of South African sportsmen to international events "in the fairly
near future."
PORTLAND,Maine(AP)—A Harvard
divinity school graduate is suing the
federal government, claiming religious
discrimination against: non-American
Indians. in hopes of obtaining an exemptio-i from legal restrictions on the
possession of bald eagle feathers and
body pans.
Erwin L. Rupert II, 35, is seeking to
reverse a 1987 U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Department ruling that denied his application for permission to obtain feathers
to be used in religious services from the
government.
GENEVA (AP)-- More than 10,000
new cases of AIDS were reported to the
World Health Organization in October,
raising the global total to 298,914- more
than half of those cases in the United
States.
A WHO report published Friday said
5,227 of the new victim were in the
United States and 3,125 new cases in
Uganda, which has the second highest
incidence in the world.
JERUSALEM (AP) — Palestinians
enraged by the death of a prison inmate
clashed Saturday with soldiers using tear
gaS and gravel-throwing machines. One
protester was killed and dozens were
injured, Arab and army reports said.
Curfews were imposed on four villages
and refug camps in the occupied Gaza
strip in n effort to quell the unrest,
according to a statement from the army,
which reported 43 injuries among the
protestors.
BARABOO,Wis.(API — A Wisconsin towel company has a big - and wide order to fill:
The National Football League wants
2,100 terry-cloth robes and wraps for
players so female reporters won't face
any more locker-room interference.
"the Green Bay Packers equipment
manager called and said the terry wrappers we sent weren't large enough to fit
five of their 300-pound players," said
Greg McArthur,executive vice president
of the family business.
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Onward Tutor Program feeling
squeeze of tight budget
By Cindy Kopp
Special to The Campus

44.

The Onward tutorial assignment process
ended earlier than usual this molith according to the director of the program,
Ruth Doucette, because no more tutors
could be hired and they already had a
waiting list of about 20 students.
Last year the Onward,Tutor Program
provided small group tutoring for 843
students in 100 different courses and
employed about 100 peer tutors, butit is
not the case this year, she said..
"This is a very tight year budget-wise,"
Doucette said, and their usual $40,000
budget has been reduced by on-half.
Onward was able to hire only 48 peer
tutors this semester where last year they
had between 90-to-100.
"I'm running up against a brick wall"
said Doucette. According to a former
tutor, Bob Menatten, "that's bad;because the program works."
The Onwitrd Tutor program is a Service
that gives ;Indent some place to kb for
answers ar d allows tutors to reinforce
their skill In whatever class theyre tutoring,accr riling to a tutor who prefers to
remain anonymous.
;
As a brozhure on the Onward stbry
stated,"Don't expect miracles to happen
at your initial meeting. progress is made

ds you work and learn. It takes a lot of
lard work,time,and patience to produce
the grade improvement you desire."
The tutor agreed."This is-exactly what
some students come in expecting," he
said.
He further explained that these students
feel that si+e they have a tutor they're
going to ace the class. For the average
student being tutored, he describes it
More like an open door at an end ofa dark
hallway,"the tutor helps the student get
tO that door `and open it to 'find a bright
light shining through."
'McHatten said the program works because in a small group there isn't as much
competition in asking questions,and there
is consistency not like in the other departments, where they have many different tutors all teaching in different ways.
Even though no more assignment's are
being made. Doucette does give a few
other options. Work together with fellow
classmates, she said, look as some other
academic support services on campus
and she is_in the process of trying to put
together a list of private tutors for those in
need of help.
As fornext semester, Doucette says it's
a "wait and see g,aine" on how much
money tutors earn this semester and how
many graduate leaving openingsforother
tutors.

Harvard's seif:appointed
copyright cop strikes again
(CPS)- Calvin and Hobbes,Bart Simpson and Ronald McDonald have found a
college student who.wil tight for their
rights.
Andrew Starr,taking a year offfrom his
statistics studies at Harvard University,
recently turned in Harvard :Dining Services for adopting namesfor its breakfast
entrees - the MacEgg and Bagel Macthat mirrored those of some of the McDonalds Corporations' concoctions.
McDonalds called Harvard in, late
September, and asked it to change the
names.
Harvard dining services Director Frank
Weissbecker said he changed the names
voluntarily after being approached by a
McDonalds rep at a conference.

1

"It was not a pressure decision at all,"
lhe said. "We're pretty small people for
1McDonalds."
,
; It's not the first time Starr has volunteered to police copyrights around
iclassmates.
°
1 -In May,he told 20th Century Fox,which
:owns the copyrights to The Simpsons
',cartoon characters, that students at
:Minster House, a Harvard dorm, had
:printed T-shirts featuring -Bart Simpson
;drawing
on a blackboard. ;
' "It's against the law," Starr said."I feel
;it's like plagiarism.' They're using
someone-else's work.
Fox wrote to Dunster House and told
See COr. on page -10
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Deficit reduction bill to cost average $321 a year
"Many states face severe recessionary
and no-growth economic conditions,"
said the statement from Lee Daniels,
minority leader of the Illinois House of
Representatives, and John Martin.
speaker of the Maine House of Representa:ives. "Knowing this. Washington
now decides to invade state revenue bases
and at the same time tell states they need
to find billions of additional dollars."
The biggest portion of the $16.9 billion
—$10.1 billion — will come from provisions mandating Social Security coverage for all state and local government
employees and raising the amount of
wages that are subject to the Medicare
tax. Employers, including governments,
must match employee taxes for Social
Security and Medicare.
Other costs will include $3.6 billion in
lost'state revenues because of the higher
taxes on gasoline, tobacco and alcoholic
beverages,and $3.2 billion that the states
will have to spend to meet federal regulations for Medicare and Medicaid services.

By Jim Luther
Associated Press.Writer

1

WASHINGTON(AP) — The deficitreduction bill awaiting President Bush's
signature will cost the average family of
four $321 a year, with additional taxes
spread close to evenly among the states,
•
a new analysis shows.
The average increase will range from
$151 per family in West Virginia to $578
in Connecticut, according to computations by Citizens for Tax Justice, a laborfinanced research group. The Maine average was put a $219. The New Hampshire average was estimated at $332.
The ofganization representing: slate
lawmakers said the deficit-reduction plan
will cost the states $16.9 billion over the
next five years.
"Once again, congressional and administration budget negotiators', have
taken the easy way out by exporting
difficult decisions to the states;" the
National COnference of State Leigislatures said in a statement.

<14••••••
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The changes will take an aviirage 0.6
pet-Cent of family income on a1.national
basis, the report said. The bite 4n family
income will be within one-t 01 of a
percentage point of the nation4 average
in every state except Conn cut (0.8
percent)and West Virginia(0.4 rcent).
"Generally, states with the h hest incomes will-face slightly higher-thanaverage...tax hikes as a share income,
while those with the lowest asjtrage incomes will pay the least in aldditional
taxes," the report said.
"This reflectS the fact, overall!, the tax
hikes are somewhat prog,vlessive,'•
meaning they fall most heavil. on those'

most able to pay, the organization said.
On a national basis, the median tax
increase will be $183, meaning that half
the four-member families will see tax
increases of less than $183 and half will
see increase of more.
The highest median increase, $250,
will be in ,Alaska; the lowest, $152, in
Pennsylvania. The median increase differs from the average increase, which is
calculated lOy dividing all new taxes by
all taxpayilg families.
The bill, Which would cut the deficit by
nearly $500 billion over .the next five
years, incliideu $137 billion in tax increases.

Crisis foreseen by heat-aid
study panel
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) -1 Rising
energy costs, and decreases a 'ederal
heat assistance have put M. r s lowcrisis,"
income residents on "the brio
:stance
m,N:
for
calls,
said a report that
from the Legislature.
:ited to
The draft report, due to be
Gov.John R. McKeman later i nonth,
estimates it will cost an addiLi al $12
million in government aid to cep lowincome Mainers warm this w ter.
A draft ofthe report by the B1 e Ribbon
Commission on Energy P hey for
estabMaine's Low Income Citi
lished last January by McKe n, paints
people
a grim picture for the 225,
living below the poverty leve in Maine.
ne's 11It says federal funding for

year-old Hume Energy Assistance Program has dropped each year since 1985.
As a result, the report says,,HEAP is able
„Jo buy 9 million fewer gallons of fuel
than it did in 1985.
Average household benefits have also
dropped,f nrn $316 in 1986 to $280 this
year. The atter figure could rise to $300
is a speci fund transfer is approved by
the Legisl dare.
If heatin r, oil this winter averages$1.20
a gallon. t will take an additional $12
million t provide the same level of assistance at was available to the pookin
1986, w .n fuel prices were lower, the
economy vas robust and federal cuts had
See ENERGY on page 10
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GOP governors in jeopardy in Tuesday's election
the polls against former (iov. Joseph
Brennan. But there's been no recovery
for DiPrete — polls show him down as
much as 3-to-1 to Democrat Bruce
WASHINGTON(AP)— Maine's John
R. McKeman and at least five fellow
'Strvidlun.
Republican retirements have also left
Republican governors are in danger of
Democrats in strong positions in New
losing their jobs in Tuesday's elections
Mexico and OklanoMa.
as they are judged by voters frustrared by
Some Democratic-controlled goverhigher taxes and worried about recession.
norships may fall too,however. And with
GOP control of several open seats also
a 29-21 advantage in governor's seats,
is in jeopardy. And the races for five of
Democrats have More to lose in the 36
the biggest states — California, Texas,
races this year. Many races
gubernatorial
are closely
Florida, Ohio and Illinois
were statistical dead heats in the final
contested. Four of the five, Ohio being
days before the election.
the exception, are in GOP hands now.
"It could be the best oftimes; it could be
"Republican,are hanging on by a thread
worst of times," said Mark Gearan,
the
in almost a dozen races," said political
of the Democratic Governors'
director
Reanalyst Charles Cook."Many more
Association.
publican seats are closer to the edge than
"We could be in a situation where all of
Democratic ones."
our candidates wiri,or they don't. But it's
High on the list of vulnerable GOP
also clear in several of the open seats we
governors is Floda Gov. Bob Martinez,
have leads right now."
with
Demrace
a
in
close
who is locked
Al least two potential Democratic losses
ocratic challenger Lawton Chiles.
may not be GOP gains. Independent
GOP governors in Maine, Nebraska,
candidates are leading in three-way races
Kansas and Rhode Island also are trailing
in Alaska and Connecticut.
in
polls.
the
contests
Or in close
• Both independent candidates are former
A sixth, Alabama Gov. Guy Hunt,is in
Republicans now running outside their
a close race in a state that hadn't elected
party: former Nixon cabinet member
a CrOP governor this century until he won
Hickel in Alaska and former Sen.
Wally
Democrat
faces
four years ago. Hunt
Lowell Weicker in Connecticut.
Paul Hubbert in what has become a bitter
Among Democratic,incumbents, Mincontest.
nesota Gov. Rudy Perpich is in danger
GOP Govs.. Kay On in Nebraska and
Mike Hayden in Kansas started behind' 4,despite Republican turmoil. 0013 nominee Jon Gninseth withdrew last week
due to voter angerover local tax increases.
of a sexual impropriety scandal
because
Rhode
in
DiPrete
Incumbents Edward
and was replaced by Arne Carlson, who
Island and Maine's McKeman were hurt
was strongly opposed by anti-abortion
by the Northeast's ecte)omic downturn.
conservatives.
McKErnan has staged a comeback in

By William M. Welch
Associated Press Writer

THIS WEEKEND
Friday, November 9
8pm in the
Damn Yankee

AFTER
.* HOURS
•• COMEDY
SERIES
▪
presents
••
Nov GOLD
•▪

crat Dianne Feinstein is in a_ close race
against GOP Sen.
' Pete Wilson, though some polls give
Wilson the edge.
"California — that's the ball game,"
said Norm Cummings,political director
of the Republican National Committee.
In Florida,Martinez has recovered from
e double-digit deficit in the polls but still
faces high negative ratings leftfrom a tax.
flip-flop early in his term and anger over
his anti-abortion moves.
Chiles has his own troubles, too, however, including controveisy over his acknowledged use of an anti-depression
drug. The National Abortion Rights Action League has been airing anti-Martinez
commercials, though Chiles appears reluctant to push the issue much himself.
Another headlinc race is in Texas,where
Republican Clayton Williams has squan-'•
dered a big lead through a series of gaffs,
including his refusal to shake hands with
Democrat Ann Richards. Williams, who
has put some$8 million ofhisown money
into the race, has built a following by
campaigning as a rough-hewn Texas
,cowboy.
, His string of missteps dintinued into
;the final weekend ofthe campaign, when
the admitted in an offhand way that he
ipaid no income taxes for 1986. Polls
,showed the race as a toss-up.

The Union Board Presents:
.

.

"Boston's most outrageous
UNIQN
BOARD improvisational comedy troupe":

GUILTY CHILDREN
Admission:

$3
for gen. public
•• Draw Judy,
. win a prize

"Laughter Is the Univeisal language"

•
your name:
•
.•
Saturday, November 10
•
9pm in the Damn Yankee
••
$1.00 cover charge
•
Cash Bar with ID
Back by popular
demand -

The Hilarious
North Carolinian:
TONY CLARK

•

Be sure to vote for yoUr favorite
"goobeenatorialicanclidate, on
Novernifer 6.,

$1
with UM ID

E,
Come hear
PAUL STROWE
play all of your
favorites

For all the Republican woes,, polls
showed Carlson in a tight race with Perpich, a two-term incumbent known for
his eccentricity.
Democrats are in danger oflosing Ohio.
Republican George Voinovich, the
former mayor of Cleveland, is leading
Democrat Anthony Calebrezze, who
made a celebrated switch to support for
abortion rights. Democratic Gov. Richard Celeste is retiring.
Seeking a third term in Michigan.
Democrat James Blanchard is in a race
that has tightened in recent days. A late
poll showed Republican John Engler
pulling to within four percentage points.
But a combination of economic recession, the abortion issue and a variety of
regional distinctions appears to give
Democrats the upper hand in many ofthe
governor's races.
"Close to an unmitigated disaster," was
how conservative political consultant
David Keene summarized GOP prospects. "The only hope we have is the
volatility."
Republican attention has focused on
the biggest states, where the party hopes
to hold veto power when Democratic
legislatures draw new congressional maps
to reflect results of the 1990 Census. California is the biggest prize, with a
potential seven-seat House gain. Demo-

Hauck Atclitorium
Wednesday, N•*. 7 at i3-.00.pm
former apearanices:
the Comedy Cotinection-Boston
Boston Comedy Club- NYC,
Squire Morgan'- Portland, Me,
Cinemax music videq "Doggy DOD Check"
as well as a previous pekforrnance here at UM
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Washington 1ooks for villain in stident loan program

(CPS)- The nation's student loan program is nearcollapse,inany colleges are
on the fiscal ropes and Students'costs are
rising faster than almoit anyone else's.
But, for the first tin in 10 years, the
U.S. Dept. Of Educati n, which admin
isters most federal college programs,has
admitted it might have something to do
with it all.
In what some consider to be some sort
of milestone, U.S. Education Secretary
Lauro Cavazos admitted earlier this
month that his department may be partly
to blame for the accumulated problems
of the federal student loan program.
"We have failed many times as a
department, but I really feel during our
watch we have addressed the issue,
"
Cavazos told the permanent subcommittee on investigations of the Senate Governmental Affairs ComMittee Oct. 11.
The secretary's remalcs came at the
final hearing in the subcooimittees yearlong investigation of sttident loan pro-

grams. The findings ill be used to
recommend changes in the financial aid
program,
"The secredry is to be congratulated
for facing up to facts, said Charles
Saunders of the Americim Council on
Education."But the question is, what are
they going to do about itl"
The entire student loan system almost
collapsed this summer when the nation's
largest student loan guarantor, a Kansasbased agency Called the Higher Education
Assistance Foundation (IV.A.F), ran out
of money trying to pay fin.student defaults.
In early October, the tudent Loan
Maiketing Association often called
Sallie Mae.- assumed most of HEAF's
troubled loans.
But in mid-October,the
eral Bideau
ofInvestigation revealed itj is investigating Sallie Mae for possibl fraudulently
trying to make itself loot financially
stronger than it actually is.1

11nfortunately, t4.rough all these hearings, we did not er of even a single
major component f the guaranteed student loan program that is working efficiently of effectively," said Sen. Sam
Nunn (D-Ga.), tlite subcommittee's
chairman.
All parties agree the student aid system's
biggest problem is that so many college
loans are not being repaid. .
Last year, the goi,ernment gave $2.4
billion to banks to Cover loans that students failed to repay. Ordinarily, the
money would have gone to students to
help pay tuition.
Observers, however, disagree about
who's to-blame"for Me high default rate.
Some blame unscrupulous trade schools
that, to help studenti pay them, simply
secure federal loans tor students regardless of the students' ttbility to repay.
Others have blamed college accrediting
agencies, Cong-ess ond students themselves.

FRANCIS J. MARTIN
STATE SENATE
District 11
Bradley, Brewer,
Clifton, Eldington,
Holden, Greenfield,
Milford, Orrington,
Veazie Orono
-

**1

A Choice Wit
Experience.
Authorized and Paid for by Francis J. Mart
in
Lodge Hill Road, Orono, Maine 04473
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Many educators blamed the Education
Dept. itself for 'radically changing
its
philosophy in 1981, when it switched
the
college aid program form emphasizin
g
grants - which don't have to be repaid - to
loans to students.
Even responsible students,the educators
argued, would have trouble repaying the
kind of debt the department's new policy
would pile on them.
"We have relied on loans when we
should have relied on grants,"said Terre!
Bell, who served as secretary of education when the change was made.
"It was a constant struggle" to get
funding for the programs, Bell mcalled.
"Because of those budgetary pressures,
we went to loans. Policy-wise, it was not
a good thing to do.".
"The bad guys are the ones defaulting,"
retorted Chester Finn,a former Education
Department appointee who helped shape
the new policy at the advent of the Regan
administration.
Blaming the department, he said, is
"like blaming the New York cops for
crime. It's not their fault."
While Cavazos admitted his department had something to do with the default
buildup, the secretary reserved most of
the blame for Congress. which he claims
didn't grant him the authority he needed
to properly regulate the program.
Finn also likes the idea of blaming
Congress, which he says is succumbing
to outside pressure from loblyists representing trade schools.
"Congress has been lobbied as heavily
on this issue as anything I've ever seen,"
charged Finn,"and they've responded to
that pressure."
Even during Bell's tenure from 198185„ lobbying on behalf Of the for-profit
schools Was "amazing."
Because the schools were a form of
private enterprise, Bell remembered,
"they were the choice above all others in
the minds of conservatives."
Nowadays,Cavazos complained at the
hearings,Congress has not approved five
ofhiseight proposalsforcurbing defaults,
particularly at proprietary trude schools.
The proposals would'have banned sales
commissions for student recruiters, required credit checks on older loan applicants,allowed loan guarantee agencies
to attach defaulters' wages, mandated
irdependent'testing ofborrowers without
high school diplomas and made lenders
offer flexible repayment schedules.
The Senate subcommittee, di turn, accused the department of bungling the
loan programs.
"To date, no area examined in the federal student aid programs is operating
efficiently or effective/Y," said David
Buckley, the subcommittee's chief investigator.
"Every individual we have spoken to,
withoutexception.has told usthat,despite
recentchanges in program administration,
the system is broken and that major
changes must be made immediately to
save the taxpayers' money," he added.
Thedepartment's enforcement practices, Buckley continued,are "disjointed
and largely ineffective.""They haven't used the authority they've
got," agreed ACE's Saunders.
Cavazos' predecessor, William Bennett, often traced the default buildup to
colleges that were too wasteful,compacent and bureaucratic to solve the problems.
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'Leaves' leaves its audience aughing
By Frank Spurr
Staff Writer
The audience at the Pavilion Theatre
couldn't decide whether to laugh or cry
when it saw John Guare's The House of
Blue Leaves Saturday night. So it did
both.
The comedy/tragedy was directed by
graduate student Reed Farrar for his
master's thesis project. The show has
played to dapacity crowds all weekend
and had Saturday night's audience
screaming s'vith laughter one minute,then
reaching for the kleenex the next.
Blue Leaves is a play about the aspirations of people living in Sunnyside,
Queens,New York City during the 1960s.
It mixes pop culture, like the fascination
with Jacqueline Kennedy and the Beatles, with the traumas and trials of coping
with a mentally ill family member.
Artie Shaughnessy, played by Corey
Gagne,is a zookeeper who writes music
on the side. He is hoping for his big break.
With the help of Bunny FIMgus, played
by Elizabeth Nicholas, he is encouraged
to contact old friend and successful movie
producer Billy Einhom in the hope that
Einhom will use his music in an upcoming
movie.
Artie is married to Bananas, played by
Leslie Gamble. With the encouragement
ofBunny,he decides that Bananas would
- be better offin a mental hospital. Bananas,
of course, does not ..ant to go. Her only
wish is to experience the feelings which
have been denied to her.
"For once, could you .let me have an

"Protect
Maine's
Environmen

emotion? If] laugii, you give me a pill.
If I cry, you give me a pill," she says in
the first act.
The cruelty of Bunny and . knie toward
Bananas is evident from the outset of the
play. Bunny has an overwla Iming command over Artie and easily pursuades
him to send Bananas away while telling
her of the horrors of shock therapy.
But Bananas has a strength that won't
be easily silenced and several of her
speeches moved even Artie, who seemed
to have separated from her emotionally.
When faced with the prospect of shock
therapy, Bananas compares it to a concentration camp oven saying that with
such an oven, they put you in and take
you out only once. But with shjxk treatment, they put you in, take you out, put
you in and take you out again and again.
Gamble was outstanding as Bananas.
Her portrayal was' moving and charismatic. Her face eLpressed the inner torment of a mentally ill person scared for
her future and petrified that she ha; lost
control of her life.
Iler smiles mixed well with her frustration, as she begged Billy, (Andrew
Mansfield).not to let them take her away.
She also had the audience on the edge of
its seat in the finalscent when she attempts
to bring Artie back to her afte. Bunny
dumps him for Billy. Bananas hugs and
kisses Billy and tells him that things will
See LEAVES on page 12

r.

"House of Blue Leaves"(from left)Elizautth Nicholas, Mike LAKII, Leslie Gamble,
Coneg Gagne.(Photo by PICS)
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ATTENTION! LAST REMODER

December Graduates
-.5
If you are graduating on December 22, 1990,
and are planning to attend Commencement Ceremonies
and have not turned in an "Application for Degree Card"
and an "Attendance form," please see us immediately
(deadline November 2).

Recomis Office
Office of the Registrar
Wingote hail

Attention Veterans and Veteran Dependents

Re-elect

V.A. regulations require that you verify enrollment status.
Accordingly, the following times and places have
been arranged for you convenience.

' November 5-9

John
O'Dea

,Orono Campus,
Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.tn. to 4:30 p.m.
Veterans Affairs Office, Wikate Hall

Paidfor and authorized by the
Corruntlte ki Re-Electfobn O'Dea,
Jaqueline O'Dea, Treasurer,
P.O. Box 108, Orono 04473

Bangor CampuN
Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. to f:30 p.m., Acadia Hall
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TRU. CIAMING

When less
means more
•Election day is Tuesday.
Whoever we elect for our various offices, whatever referendums pass, one thing will be sure:
campaigning in Maine has been, for the most part,
clean.
Except, of course, for the governor's race. The
contest has degenerated into more thanjust uncalled
for insults against the two partisan candidates — it
has insulted the intelligence of the voters.
Joe Brennan,our former governor who pledged
never to run a negative,campaign, has called John
McKernan everything from a liar to an idiot to a
traitor.
McKernan,himself by no means a clean fighter,
has called Brennan a liar, an idiot, and an incompetent and more.
Both have cleverly disguised their records with
half-truths and distortions. Both have attacked their
opponent's records through half-truths and distortions.
Most ofall, niether has given the voters of Maine
a single good reason to vote for them.
One might interpret that to mean, "Vote for
Andrew Adams,"the independant candidate in the
election.
BY NO MEANS does the incompetence of
Brennan and McKernan mean vote for Adams.
Adams is a candidate who knows what he's against
(virtually everything) but has no idea what he's for.
What is means is, vpte for the candidate you
think is less of a liar, or fool, or braggart.
That's a hell of a contest, to be sure, but both
candidates have done good things for Maine as
governor. Both are probably capable of doing the
same in the future.
It's too bad they couldn'tfollow the lead ofother
candidates in this election year and do the people of
Maine a favor — cut out the negative campaigning
and let their own records stand up.
Because that Is -what you mu Ao to determine
who should win this election.
the best loser
win.
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Losing your consonants
You are in an unfamiliar land
if you have never seen endless
miles of trees, lots of buildings
under four stories tall,and cint3
like Portland, which are considered big.
Ifthese things dO indeed seem
strange you;welcome to Maine,
where there must be a tree-human ratio of 100,000 to I.
But this is not about the fact
that Maine does have some
forest outside of Brazil that is
not being razed. No, this is to
furtherexplain accents and slang
terms that are unique to Maine.
While many consider this accent the sign the sign ofa country
hick it is indeed spoken in the
state by many who are not all
members of the Clampett
Lack ofthe letter"r" in speech
occurs in the middle or end of
words, but never in the beginning. "Car" becomes "cab,"
"park" becomes "palik," and
names like "Herbie" are trans-1
i'.ormed to "Huhbie." The most
obvious sign of a Maine accent
is the "yuh"sound at the end of
words,as in the popular saying,
"You cahn't get theyuh from
heyuh." Endings are cut off at
times in speech,especially with
words ending in "ing," which
are changed to "in." Another
ending change occurs with
words that end with an "a,"
which do not have an r added,
but an"ah"sound:."Augustah is
the capital ofouwah great state."
If one is referred to as"Deah"
by some stranger, do not be offended. It is the Maine equivalent of"honey" or "sugar" and
is meant to be an intimate

fike
greeting siiid by someone you
have never met before In your
life.
Women'hre called thit more
often than, men, but the word
can be use41 for both genders. It
is importaht to remember that
slang tem* in Maine are meant
to be used With the least'amount
of effort, i.id having male and
female slag terms is much too
difficult.
The"F'tid"S"words or any
other wo s relating to the
anatomy aiicl human late-night
entertainnlent are out, while
thsobeying the second commandments in."Jesus Christ,"
"Goddam " "by the Jesus,"
and anyth g relating to hell,
arequite i4ular."011my God"
is not. unles you are aiteenager.
"Ayuh"i definitely out,used
mostly by lderty Mainers who
have not reaJizcd it has been a
stereotypial Maine sling

which tourists love to hear. Being considered cute by a tourist
is a terrible fate 'to be left to
fawns and helpless puppies in
most of the state, and so it has
been scrapped. "Yessuh" is
more in vogue.
Foreign names are never pronounced the way they're suppoked to be pronounced, even
though Maine has many towns
named after foreign cities. The
Maine pronunciation ofthe town
Calais doesn't sound the same
as it would in Normandy, but
rather like the hardened areas of
skin commonly found on the
hands and feet. "Wicked" has
joined "ayuh"as a stereotype of
the Maine dialect and is diminishing in popularity. It had a
resurgence in popularity several yesirs ago in the slang ofteens
and preteens, but has since
vanished from the world of adjectives.
In short, the Maine dialect is
alive and well, although some
of the famous stereotypes have
lost their spots of prominence.
If you doubt that it's still kicking, just take a moment from
your daily schedule and listen.
You're sure to find a few examples slipped ipto the. conversation. For a test that is
quicker, ask individuals in
question if they have ever been
to the "overnor's." If they
rrwnqon Augusta,you know that
theyle not from around here.
.Mike Reagan is ajuniorjournalisu I majorfrom the Portland
area lw,ho prides himselfon his
keen 7sowledge of Maine and
its dilalects.
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Poll shows gubernatorial race too close to call
AUGUSTA, Maine iAP) — With
Maine's gubernatorial campaign in the
final stretch,an independent poll says the
race between Democrat Joseph E. Brennan and Republican John R. McKernan
is too close to call.
Spokesmen for both the Brennan and
McKernan campaigns said this weekend
that their camps also viewed the race as
tight.
A survey of 659 people describing
themselves lai.t week as very likely to
vote gave Brennan a lead ofjust under 2
percentage points Over McKernan, the
incumbent governor.
Brennan, the 1st District congressman
and former governor, registered 41.1
percent in the survey; support for McKemail, the governor and former congressman, was recorded at 39.2 percent.
The poll, conducted by the Augustabased Capitol News Service for the
Bangor Daily News and published Saturday, gave independent candidate Andrew Adam 9.7 percent. Ten percent of
the respondents, polled Oct. 28-30, were

said to be undecided.
The poll's sponsors said it had a margin
of error of plus or minus 3 percent.
The new poll was a third in a series
conducted by the news service that has
shown McKernan narrowing a lead once
put at about 12 percentage points earlier
this fall.
The new poll had Brennan leading
among women and in Maine's 1st congressional District, which has been represented by both of the major party candidates in Congress and which includes
Brennan's home base of Portland.
The survey put McKernan in front
among men and in the 2nd District, which
includes his home-town of Bangor and
which is represented in Congress by his
wife, U.S. Rep. Olympia J. Snow:.
According to the Daily News, s'ightly
more than half of Adam's support dame
from respondents identifying themselves
as independents with the rest split about
evenly between Democrats and Republicans.
The news service said the undecided

CHI'S VIDEO ise VARIETY
99.PARK ST. ORONO 866-7441
Largest Selectioni
of Videos in Town!!

Cold Beverages
Chips, Munchies, 8t' More'

New Rele,ases :Total Recall
Hunt for Red October. Miami Blues
Coming Nov. 7.. Rocky Marra- Picture Show

blcc was made up mostly of independent
va.ers - 55.1 percent. The rest of those
declaiing no preference were split, 34.8
percent Democrats and 10.1 percent
Republican.
Of those declaring for a candidate,
Brennan led McKernan among independents, 39.8 percent to 33 percent, aecording to the poll.
The news service, in a similar-sized

survey of likely referendum voters conducted in conjunction with WGME-TV,
foutnd that opposition to a ballot proposal
to ease Sunday sales restrictions in Maine
had grown since another poll three weeks
agli, but that supporters of the proposal
stBI led by 15 percentage points.
The latest poll gave Sunday sales suppcirters 55.6 percent, with opponents reclrded at 40.1 percent.

Volunteer service bill inches
closer to becoming new law
WASHINGTON(CPS)— The national volunteer service bill is two steps away
from becoming law.
If it passes, students could earn a small
weekly stipend and a voucher worth about
$5,000 to help pay for college by working one-to-two years full time in an authorized community service program
Students also could work part-time nine
hours a week plus two 40-hour weeks
during the two years - for a $2,000 col-

1e voucher and a stipend.
The measure also encourages schools
tci create service programs on their
campuses, and authorized funds for
Pitsident Bush's volunteer "Points of
[light Initiative."
The Senate approved a compromise
version oflib bill 75-21 late Oct. 15. The
law will establish a National *Service
oard to distribute grants to youth service
rps around the country.
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Energy

continued from page 4

not yet taken effect, according to the
report.
The state should use funding levels of
1986 as a standard for heat funding, said i
commission Chairman Stephen Ward,
the state's public advocate.
"The group has come to appreciate the
extent to which there are simply not adequate levels of income to allow many
low-income households to meet their
basic energy needs," said Ward.
Nicola Kobritz, director of the state
Division of Community Services and a
member of the study panel, believes the
shortfall is overstated.

1.

A combination of federal money and
$1.6 million from the state last winter
increased the total HEAP budget to about
$20 million.
A small increase expected in federal
funding this year should bring the total
budget to about $22 million, which Kobritz says is enough to avoid a shortfall.
But Kobritz added that her assumptions
• are based on fuel prices being less than $1
a gallon, benefit levels that don't rise
above $280, and that thousands of new
households don't apply for funds.
"Any ofthese assumptionscould change
at any moment," she said. .

Vote on Tuesday.
It is your constitutional
right.

The commission recommends conservation steps be talcert, such as requiring
landlords to insulate their buildings up to
state standards before selling and expanding government and utility "weatherization" programs.

It also suggests taxing heating fuels,
including wood and electricity, to raisemoney for heating assistance.
The commission calls for a General
Fund appropriation to supplement HEAP,
he said.

Cop

continued from page 3

them not to sell the sIarts, resulting in a
$9(K) loss for the donpitory.
'If someone were robbing a bank I'd
turn them in too,'' he lidded.
Starr has witnessed other copyright ,
crimes, too.
In the past, he also itas. informed Universal Press Syndicate. owner of the
trademark for Calvin and Hobbes, Paramount Pictures, prodttcers of Star Trek,
and the Boston Syntphony Orchestra
about illegal T-shirts around Harvard.
"Most of the places' seem AO want to

protect their copyright Starr said.
Besides the warm feeling of good citizenship, Starr has gotten some material
benefits from ft efforts.
McDonalds sent him a book of gift
certificates,and Paramount Pictures sent
him some Star Trek memorabilia in
thanks.
Although no one at Dunster House could
be reached for comment, David Strait,
co-chair of the Dunster House committee,told the Harvard Crimson at"at the
time, it was a big

ZOOLOGY
.E. MacMillan Co,
945-6955,
94S-5260

149 Park Street
Orono, Maine
Fum. or Unfum.
*Heat*Water*Sewer incl.
Models Open
ft1I-F 12-4

Juniori English PO:sficiency Exam
Monday, Nov. 5, 1990 6:30 PM
102 Murtay Hall

Required for Graduation!
All ZoOlp_gy
(and Biology [B.A.] and Med. Tech. Majors
in the College of Sciences)

Juniprs
must take this exam!

Open Saturdays
10am to 3pm

PEOPLE THAT
DON'T VOTE
ARE LIKE A
HERD OF CA1TLE.
'ITIIEODORE ROOSEVELT
(paraphrased)

BESIDES THAT,IT'S
DARN IMPORTANT!
***Students volting in District 130 Orono vote at
Hilltop Commons or the Newman Center***
(YOU CAN REGISTER AT TILE TOWN OFFICE ON ELECTI
ON DAY)
PAID FOR BY: THE LEGrISLATIVE LIAISON COMM.,STUDEN
T SENATE.
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$1.50
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$24.50 COLOR INK

$24.50
INCLUDES 25 COVER SHEETS

COMPLETB OFFSET PRIMING
High-speed XEROX COPYING
TYPESETTING
F
In or Out
DESKT P PUBLISHING
GRAPHIC DESIGN
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WOR1)
SHOP
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Hard work
Commitment
Senator Steve Bost has been a strong and vocal advocate Or the
University of Maine in the legislature for the past eight ye rs. His
dedication to students, faculty, and staff is well kno
• Member,joint Standing Committee on Education
•Memb:r,Joint Standing Committee on Utilities
• Member, Education Connnis$ion ofthe States
• Chair, Maine School Funding Task-Force
• Chair, Commission on Teacher Education
• Chair, Student Aid ittvisory Commictfe
•Chair, Commission to Evaluate Education Reform
in Maine
• Member, Commission to Exainine Increased
Spending in U.M.S.

STEVE BOSTS RECORD INCLUDES:
• Creation and sponsorship of Maine's ew financial-aid system
for students and families
•Sponsor, $6.2 Million increase for faculty
•Sponsor, pay equity for classified emp1oyees
Sponsor, legislation implementing UM Visiting Committee
Report
•Sponsor, legislation to enhance Teaci*r Education Programs
•Sponsor,$15 Million "Down Paymenftfor UFriversity system
now called The
•Sponsor, name change for Orono canipus,
University of Maine'
•Sponsor,legislation broadening Blain House Scholars program
•Sponsor, legislation to enhance Ulvfs Trio, Upward Bound,
Talent Search programs
•Sponsbr, legislation to increase state share of education costs

1
I.

•Ce•
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be different. He then strangles her.
Gagne and Nicholas also did,a fine job
in portraying Artie and Bunny. Their
comic exchanges were hysterical, particularly when they discussed food or
when Bunny danced to Artie's songs.
Other characters appeared in the second
Ronnie.
act,
including
Shaughnesiey,(Michael Zom) Artie and
Bananas'crazy son who wants to blow up
Pope Paul when he visits New York.
Zorn had a demented look about him as
he bounced around the stage in military
attire, reciting how he had been passed
over for the role of Huck Finn in a nationwide talent search.
Three nuns (Susan Allen, Andrea L.
Galyean,and Jennifer Machain)appeared
at the Shaughnessy apartment wishing to
watch the Pope's visit on their television.
These nuns had the habit of wearing
sneakers and drinking beer.
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To bring a correction to
our attention, contact the
Editor at 581-1271 between the hours of 1 p.m:
and 4 p.m., or stop by the
office in the basement of
Lord Hall.
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Greene runs, shoo
By Tim Hopley
For the Campus
Just like a Holyfield-Douglas
war. The University of Maine
Black Bears (2-7 overaA, 2-6
Yankee Conference) with their
strong ground attack, and the
Boston University Terriers (54,4-2) with their run and shoot
offense,slugged it out Saturday
afternoon before 6,726 fans at
Alumni Field. •
A last-minute Carl Smith
lunge for a Bob Zurinskas pass,
which would have put Maine in
field goal range, wasn't meant
,to be, as the pass tipped off
Smith's fingertips,allowing the,
Terriers to hold on for a 26-24
victory.
BU quarterback Stan Greene,
30 for 48 on the day for 376
yards and three IDs,had given
the Terriers the lead for good -i,
with 12:50 left to play in the
game. Greene connected with
sophomore wide receiver Scott
Mallory (13 receptions for 168
yards, 2 TDsl on a I2-yard
scoring strike.
At that point things looked

Smith also said the offensive
line did a goodjob opening holes
to run through. That, and the
fact that the LW defense wasn't
one ofthe better ones in the YC,
resulted in the yardage.
Not included in Smiths' starts
for the day, wits a 52-yard TD
run called back due to a holding
penalty, the second such call in
the last two weeks.
As evident on the Smith run,
penalty calls ran rampant again

this week.
The two teams combined for
23 penalties and 176 lost yards,
something UMaine Head Coach
Kirk Ferenti Was a bit unhappy
with.
"It's a shame when football
games con* down to officiating," said 1 Ferentz. "This is
supposed to be a game for the
players, not the officials."
When the'flags weren't flying.
this was a good football game.
The Terriers and Black Bears
combined for 5331 yards of total
offense. 465 for BU, 366 for
UMaine. ,
BU quarterback Greene took
full advantage of the cushion
the Black Bear"D" was giving
him,as he literally quick-slanted
the defense to death while it
protected against the big play.
According to BU Head Coach
Dan Allen, his team seemed to
shoot itself in the foot with
penalties each time it got inside

bleak.
Enter Carl Smith and the
UMaine "pony evress" running attack. Smith (27 rushes183 yards), reeled off consecutive runs of 15, 13, and after a
s,
.quick breather, 6 more yard
20
BU
the
to
ne
Mai
bringing
yard line.
Four plays later,three ofthem
running. Zurinskas found TE
Mark Shaw open in the end
zone from five yards out mak
BU.
24
26ing it
e
Smith, who entered the gam
the
on
with 482 yards rushing
•
year, seemed to return to the
what
in
old,
of
m
Carl Smith far
e
was his most successful gam
.
year
the
of
When asked what the differth
ence was in this game. Smi
•
was'
he
ided
"dec
he
replied that
e
styl
ing
runn
his
to
back
going
ng to
of last year, instead of tryi
be a power hack."

the Maine 20.
Allen said he was pleased with
his team's character and effort
and was, "tickled to death to
"
come out of Maine with a win.
e
gam
The nutting point in the
was a Black Bear fumble on a,
kickofftetum mid-way through
the thiilquarter.
After BU TD pass of 21
yards fm Greene to Daren
Allied(9catches for 129 yards),
making it 16-10 tiU, the Black
Bears' ,Frizell Davis took a
hand off from.Mark Duprecon
a reverse kickoff return and
coughed-up the ball. BU recovered at the Maine 33.

ersity defenderin the Bears'
is upended by Boston Univ
ran
Cur
c
Mar
back
full
UMaine sophomore
oto by John Baer)
26 - 24 loss, on Saturday.(Ph
hold on to the ball.
n,
said it's something the earn has
Seven fintys later, the Terriers
. A high point on the afternoo
ast couthe
on
ing
work
been
e
that
Mik
e
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on
had three more points
was a second-quarter driv
ple of weeks.
Brown 32-yard field goal.
may have been the best of the
also noted thle execuntz
Fere
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When aske
year.
tion was fine, they juilt didn't
kickoff return, Coach Ferentz
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UMaine Title IX quest le

By Shelley Danforth
Staff Writer
Editor's Mote: This is the
on
second ofa twd-part series
.
ine
UMa
at
Worien's Soccer
on, ;
At the end of the 1988 seas
s
Judy Kirk and the women'
the
soccer club iipproached
nathletic department and admi
rdrega
erns
istrators with conc
. in
ing the lack of progress
the
as
ity,
vars
er
making socc
had
d
Boar
sory
Advi
Athletic
suggested.
e's
The University of Main
the
of
IX
e
adherence to Titl

Education Amendments of
1972, which prohibits sex discrimination in federally assisted programs,including college
.
athletits, was again in question
and
nt
rtme
depa
etic
The athl
administrators agreed UMaine
wasn'i in compliance with Title
IX, bet said they were making
efforti to comply.
Vice President for. Adrninistratio* Tom Aceto said he
of
could 't recall the sequence
mit
com
the
event. that led to
ram.
prog
s
en'
ment0the Wom
Ili)Wever, he said the,univerg
sit,'sconunitment in providin
s
en'
etiutt1opportunity for wom
,

•

sports was very clear, then and
now.
"We're not in full compliance,
but we're making every effort
to comply.
"There was great pressure
from within the institution to do
what was right. We couldn't
continue to put it off.There was
pressure to find dollars to get
the program going."
Ian McCaw, assistant AD for
external affairs, agreed the
university has made the commitment to equating women's
athletics and believes UMaine
has been pro-active in that fact.
"Women's soccer is part of

l
the process of equating wom
.
said
w
McC
ts,"
spor
en's
a
ds
war
t
g
kin
wor
're
"We
it overparity, but we can't

night."
In an apparent co promise
between the unive sity arid
women's soccer,- Aeto proçosedaplaninFebnyof 1989
keeping women's so4ceraclub
e
sport, but giving it 4 full-tim
then
d
&oul
ram
prog
coach.The
0
gain varsity status fi.ir the 199
season.
The plan also invo ed a five
h
whic
get
bu
year progressive
would give the wo n's team
in
the same budget as te men's

five years.
According to Anne Koutre,
assistant AD for finance, the
n
1989 club team was give
ram
prog
the
get
help
$5,000 to
started.
The program rxeived funding
from a variety ofincomes,such
et
as summer clinics, raised tick
and
ds
stan
on
essi
conc
prices,
the athletic store.
Aceto said thefact the athletic
department had to cut$300,000
and were still able to get the
r
program, going showed thei
t.
men
mit
com
See SOCER on page 14
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Soccer

.,

continued from page 13

The budget, for the '90-91 season,
not inc ud,ing salariesor scholarships,
was set at $32,295. The projected
budget for the'91-92season is $35000'
with an estimated increase of$6,0130 a
year after that.
Koutre said the projections included
allowances for inflation and other
unsuspecting costs. But said the projections will probably be thrown,off
because of the budget cutbacks
throughout the department.
Aceto said he hoped to equate .the
two budgets before the five year
deadline.
"The support is the same vthere travel
is concerned. We want to pit together
a tougher schedule, increase the
number of scholarships and the. recruiting budget each year,"AcetO said.
After the decision was made to go
ahead with Aceto's plan,the first need
was to find a coach.
"The critical thing was to get a coach
for the '89 season," Kirk said. "The
coach needed to start recruiting."
A selection contthittee was set up
and Heather Kirk was asked to serve
as a player representative on that
p committee.
"Notices appeared in the spring and
we had a summer deadline,"Kirk said.
"We did the whole thing in about two
weeks. We had to make a decision
fast."
Kirk said the committee screened
about 30 applicants, and from there,
narrowed it down to.eight.
"From there we recoMmended our.
personal decisions to Kevin White. He
made the final decision."
Moira Buckley, a 1984 graduate of

the University of Connecticut was White's
choice. Her previous coaching experience
ranged from an assistant job at Fairfield
University in 1988, to a volunteer assistant
at Yale in 1986-87.She is also UConn's alltime leading scorer with 63 goals and 40
assists.
"I was getting the NCAA News," Buckley

Moira Buckley
said. "Each week I would look through it
and see if there were any soccer positions."
"I saw (the UMaine position) and it was
almost too late to apply. I took off work,
typed up the letter and sent it out."
Buckley said Margaret Zillioux, assistant
athletic director for academics, called her
and questioned her for two hours. Before
she knew it,she was asked to come to Orono

and went home with a job. '
"I don't know what I did, Ina I got the
job."
Buckley said she was told t14 program
was new,that it was on a frve-yiar budget
plan,and it would be a varsity iirogram in
the fall of 1990.
"I guess for me that was the best thing
because I had never been a had coach.
4
Everything was new."
1
Buckley worked without assistants for
the '89 season,something she vould not
want to do again.
"I was by myself with 30 playprs. It was.
hard, but after they understoop where I
wanted :o go,it was good." I
Buckley and her team woiked well
enough to post an encourag ng 8-5-1
record Ind were excited to be heading
forward to Division I play.
Armed with a larger budget, Buckley
was able, to hire two assis nts, Jen
Kennedy and Steven Bishop. Kennedy
was a player at UConn fro 1984-87
before becoming an a.ssistan4 there in
1989.
Bishop, a 1990 graduate of Brandeis
University and four year varsi y player,
previously coached Massachuaetts district and state select teams.
Todd prennan, former U Maine soccer
standout joined Buckley's staff to help
With the goaltenders.
1
Buckley also brought in an ithpressive
recruiting class that included gOalkeeper
Nicole Ricci (Andover, Mass), Nicole
Kimball (Bartlett, Alaska), and Nicole
MacMillan (Arlington, Mass).
Buckley said not only did slie recrait
players for their soccer skills but for
their academic skills as well.. licci was

a second-team All-Scholastic player in
1989, and Kimball was a Presidential
Scholarship recipient and is enrolled in
the honors program at UMaine.
"It's not as much as you recruit good
soccer players, but you recruit good
people," Buckley said. "Soccer's not
everything that's up here,thew's school."
Buckley said she tells recruits that
UMaine women's soccer is tiew and exciting, and because of that, they could
have an immediate impact on the team.
"There's also the tradition involved.
These players will be UMaine soccer
and, for some people that's a neat concept," Buckley said.
UMaine finished the 1990 season with
a 6-9 record and the confidence and nucleus to build on. UMaine will join the
North Atlantic Conference next season.
"We have to add Divison 1 teams, and
we need more games to be consistently
competitive," Buckley said.
Everyone involved in the journey from
"renegade club," to official club, to varsity status, said it has been long and
difficult. It was a road that included bus
breakdowns,sporadic respect, personality clashes, and 22 players changing in
the ladies room.
Judy Kirk said the struggle was worth
the result and,"Itis good (that) you have
to work for something, it makes you
appreciate it more."
"It was probably harder for me,"
Buckley said. "Those guys had never
ten treated like varsity athletes."
Many people do not knOw how the
UMaine women's soccer team came to
being. It is here, and like many games in
life, it's taken for granted.
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LAST CHANCE!
TODAY is your last
day to purchase

Season Pass
for only

$299 t
Nov.6 $475

DENVER(AP)— Maine captpin Scott ,
Pellerip scooped home a backhander two
and a half minutes into overtithe to give
the Black Bears a 3-2 wiq4Dver Ilfenver at
the,DU Arena Saturday night.
Penedo, who had five points cverall in
Maine's weekettd sweep, got Maine On
the board first With a.powerplay oai five
minutes into the second period.
1
The game.remained a taut ckfensive
struggle until early in the third period
when the Black Bears took two quick
penalties. DU capitalized with b pair of
their own powerplay goalsjust 1 12 apart '

to give the Pioneers a 2- I lead.
Jay Moore and Lance Momotani were
the marksmen for DU.
Denver nursed the lead late into the
game until a pair of penalties gave Maine
a two-man advantage with just under
four minutes to play. Chris lines quickly
took advantage with a blait from the
pointat 16:38toset up Pellerin's dramatic
game winner.
Mike Duhham stopped 13 Denver shots
to earn his third victory on the season for
the Black Bears, who ran their record to
3-1-0.
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this week
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SKI THE MAINE MCiUNTAIN
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Suns,Jazz make history with game in Tokyo
By Eric Talmadge
Associated Press Writer
TOKYO(AP)— As far as the NBA is
concerned, a regular-season game is a
regular-season game, even if it's played
on the other side of the world.
So,for the first regular-season game for
any major American pro league outside
North America, the NBA brought more,
than just the Phoenix Suns and the Utah

Jazz.
"We have our own floor, baskets,
buekboards, clock and stat crew," NBA
commissioner David Stern said in a pregame news conference Saturday.
"That was the most important priority
for us, to make sure it was conducted in
the way such a game should be conducted." he said.
NBA games are televised in more than
70 countries, and though games abroad

UMaine rugby men capture
Division II title
By Christine Bigney
For the Camps
The unsung University of Maine Men's
Rugby Clubcaptured the Division II New
England Championship title at the University of Massachusetts in Amherst,
Mass. Oct. 27 and 28. The student-run
team rocked together as they outscored
their opponents 43-3.
Two years ago, the UMaine Rugby
Club was invited tojoin the New England
Rugby Football Union. Last year, the
team placed second in Division 11, but
was defeated by Dartmouth College in
the second round of the Division 1 tournament.
This year, UMaine ended with a6-1
record, losing only to Bowdoin College.
The ruggers entered the tournament
seeded fifth with the confidence and the
desire to win because of their successful
season.
Saturday, UMaine dominated St. Anskm College With a 15-3 win. Later that

day,the team confronted the Coast Guard
Academy, the number one seed. The
UMaine ruggers dug deep and shut out
die Coast Guard Academy 16-0.
On/Sunday, UMaine entered the finals
*ith great intensity. The game was
Icoreless the first half. With 25 minutes
left in the second half, Madison Palmer
Whitney scored the'first try(four points).
Carlos Tezlaff, with the "magic foot",
kicked for the twoextra points.
Shortly after, Pete Tiege scored a try
and ended UMaine's scoring parade.
Tezlaffkicked fortwoextrapoints. What
started out to be a tight game finished
with Maine on top 12-0.
''The second half, we kept the intensity
up,"said Doug Snell,match secretary for
the club. "Our backs modified remarkably. We kept it clean and got the advantage."
"We had strong running and kicking by
Carl Tezlaff and basically we pulled together and played as a team,"; added
Whitney, club president

are becoming more frequent for NBA
payers, until the series in Japan all had
either been exhibition or tournament
competitions.
"This is a new experience for us., so
we're,not making any definite plans except for to return home and analyze this
event," Stern said.
Stern added, however, that he expects
NBA openers outside ofthe United States
to continue on a periodic basis. "We're
just not sure about whether it will be
every year."

"We've had so many requests for games
like this," he said. "We've got a lot of
items on our plate that we'rejust trying to
sort out."
Among the countries that have expressed interest in hosting NBA games
are Australia,Sweden,the Soviet Union,
Italy and Israel, he said.
Stern recently traveled to China, where
sports officials also suggested a game
might be held. Stern, however, said the
league"is not entertaining any such plans
at the present time."

MMA loses 21-10 to Plymouth State
PLYMOUTH,N.H.(AP)— Plymouth , put Maine Maritime (5-4) up to 10-0.
Plymouth State stormed back in the
State fumbled five times and trailed 10-0
third quarter as Joiokos hit Bill Dalton
at halftime but stormed sack to beat Maine
with an 8-yard scoring pass and then
Maritime, 21-10.
,hooked up with Doug Cantrell on a 1Quarterback Man Jozokos threw three
yard touchdown pass to put the Panthers
second-half touchdown passes to lead
up 14-10.
the Panthers (8-1). Jozokos, second
Jozoious hit Scott Berubewith a43-yard
overall in Division III history with 92
scoring strike with 3:34 left to put the
career touchdown passes, completed 17
game away. Plymouth State, which has
of 26:passes for 170 yards.
won the New England Football ConferMaine Maritime's Kirk Matthieu ran
ence North Division _title for the ninth.
for 88 yards and scored a touchdown on
time in 10 years, will play southern dia 15-yard run in the first quarter. James
vision champion Bridgewater State on
Merrifield kicked a 22-yard field goal
Saturday for the overall conference title.
midway through the second quarter to
WABI-TV provides generons proinotional assistance.

JUST ANNOUNCED

Don't get caught in the subway
cornered by the dome
• stay wealthy and wise
eat at home.
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Featuring Jay Beckenistein

MENU
• varioussubs•hotdogs• nachos
• whoopie pies• chocdlate chip cookies
drinks •much,much more!

Billboard Magazine named them ttie 'Top jazz group of the 80's' and
their 14th album Fast Forward is fast rising to the top of the charts!
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Featurnag the duo guitars of Nick Webb and
Greg C4rmicheal,from England and the latest
digital sampling technology. AA's newest
album,Reference Point is #1 in Pollstar's New
Adult ntemporary chart', .t Nlet
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<•
ar
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two very popular groups based ill lazz, but
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Intramural Update
Flag Football
Sigma Chi captured the ' Campus
Championship title last Sunday. Oct. 28,
with a 14-12 victory against the Beanwaxers, an independent team.'
;fdefense,
hat
Both teams displayed toug1
ime,the
keeping the game close. At
score was tied at 6-6. In the second half.
both teams scored to tie the 'contest a
sec.ind time. However,Sigma Chi pulled
through for a two-point conversion for
,
the sin.
Sigma Chi is planning to travel to New
Orleans, La., Dec. 27-31, to compete in
the National Invitational Flag Football
Championship.

mates Mike Dillon and Craig Edwards
tallied three goals apiece. For Sigma Chi,
Tom Austin had three goals.
Men's Rugby Club
The Men's Rugby Club captured the
New England Division II Championship
title by defeating top-seeded Coast Guard
Academy 16-0. The Division II Championstip was played in Worcester, Mass.
last w!ekend.
In route to their victory. UMaine defeated St. Anslems College 12-3 and
Springfield College 12-0.
UMaine will compete in the Division I
Championships Nov.3 and 4 at Worcester.

Inner Tube Water Polo
Outdoor Soccer
For the fourth ccinsecutive year, the
Floating Sheep are the campus champions. The Floating Sheep,an independent
team organized by Mike Dillon of Knox
Hall, defeated Sigma Chi 12-7 fro the
title. High scorer for the winners was
Pet Small with five goals. while team-

In the first round of the outdoor soccer
championship, the Buckos, of Hancock
Hall, beat the fraternity champions, Tau
Kappa Epsilon 4-2. Paul Marquis tallied
two goals, while Eric Pooler and Sean
Cheetam scored one goal apiece for the

winners. For TEP, Scott White scored
two goals.
The Independent Championship will
be between Offense Desert Shield and
United Nations "A."
Men's Tennis
In singles competition: Toy Rothwell,
of Sigma Nu, blasted Scan Smith, of
Sigma Chi, 2-1; Francois,011ivary, of
Estabrooke Hall, beat Chris Qualey,,of
Cumberland Hall, 2-0. In the independent division,Kyle Rand beat Todd Smith
2-1.In the Campus Championship game,
Oilivary beat Rothwell forthe title.
In doubles competition: Chris Qualey
and Adam Hicks, of Cumberland. beat
John Westman and Eric Turner,of York
Village for the Dormitory Doubles
Championship. For the Fratimity Championship, Troy Rothwell and Doug
Sherrin, of Sigma Nu. wal play Chris
Collinson and James Wertz, also of Sigma Nu.For the'Independent Championship,Scott Bell and Scott Smith will play
Jim Martin and John Heisler.

Women's Tenni!
Independent player Barbara Leonard
beat Beth Kelton,of Gannettflall,for the
singles championship. The independent
team of Barbara Leonard and Lisa Lacombe beat Beth Kelton and Brenda
Fielding,ofGannett Hall,for the doubles
championship.

•

Mountain Bike Competition
The top 10 finishers from last week's
competition are as follows:
I. Rigg Wakelin, indpendent, 38:43.
2. Elke Brutsarte, women's,40725.
3. Damn Lary, independent, 40:35.
4. Gunnar Christensen, indep., 40:42.
5. Chris Dorion, independent, 41:13.
6. David Henderson, id.,42:49.
7. Charles Macomber,Andro,43:12.
8. Ross Field, Sigma Chi,44:10.
9. Chris Fife, Stodder,4446.
10. Travis Audet, Penobscot, 44:46.

:Mountain Bike Clearance- SAVE BIG NOW!!!
Bridgestone MB3 1990 $669
Bridgestone 11/1133 1.989 $559
Ross MT Hood $339

Bridgestone MB2 $759
: Bridgestone MB4 $499
Bridgestone M85 $429

:PLUS
i MANY MORE
MODELS!

Fall Hours:
,
Mon-Thurs 10:00am-6:00pm
10:00am-5:00pm
Friday
9:00am4:00am
Sat.

ROSE BIKE
36A Main St., Orono
Call 866-3525

s
Campu
Maine
ClaSsified Advertising
For Sale

Help Wanted

'66 Mustang Coupe
Restored. 6 cylinder
automatic. Contact
Rob in rm. 113 Knox
Hall $5000 or I3/0
Call #4832

HUGE PROFITS!
Elam $750 next weekend.
Free details:
• ESP P.O. Box 296
Dept. E-1 Orono, Me
04473

Travel Free!! Campus rep wanted.
Quality vacations to
exotic destinations!
Affordable spring break
packages to Jamaica,
Cancun, Margarita
Island. Earn free travel
and SS.
1-800-426-7710
SKIS FOR SALE
K-2 slalom 66 w/o
bindings. Will sell to
first $50.00
Call Rich at Rm. 367
Tel #5814779
Puppies
AKC EnglishrSpringer
Spaniel pups. Liver/
white. Champion
lines. Excellent bird
dogs and pets,
Tel N 469-7490

1
1Major MLM seeking
12-15 part time distributors/ organization
leaders. A chance to
secure your financial

future.
Call (24 Hours)
#827-6832
Travel Free!
Campus Rep wanted.
Quality vacations to
exotic destinations.
Affordable spring break
packages to Jamaica,
ncun, and Margarita
Island. Earn fite travel
and $Si
1-800-4264710
CONT'D Are you Weird?
• Talented? What is
Xariadu? (What is
bamar?) Call 4736 ask,
; for X in 330 Corbett. 1,
2B CONT'D

Help Wanti d
Best Fund-raiser on
Campus!!
Looking for a fraternity/
sorority or student
organization that would
like to make $S430$1000 for a one-week
on-campus marketing
project. Must be
organized and hard
working. Call Jennifer
or Kevin at
1-800-592-2121

Personals
—Hey Delta Zeta

OBICU!!
To public safety
officer 036—
A big thank you for last
Tuesday's "night from
hell.' The midnight
hitchhike to Bangor
and $40 towing fee;
were a pleasure. 1 wisl
I could use the twoi
words that really I
express my sentiment
-the girl with the blue
Honda Civic

Apartments
APARTMENT FOR
RENT
Country-Living
Townhouse Apts.
2 Bed rm., 1 1/2 Bath,
Heat, Water, Sewer incl.
Laundry Available.
1 year lease
5385/ month
Fot more Into call

866-7798
Orono
Orono Washburn Place
Apts. $660/mo
2 BR Townhouse w/
basement. No pets. 1
year lease
945-6955 or
945-5260
Why Rent?
Homes for $1.00, Repos.,
Gov't give away
Iirograrnsl For information call:
1-504-649-0760
Ext. R-1233
Orono Apartments
Efficiency $190/month
All utilities paid.
827-7231

Miscellaneous

Miscellaneous

Roommate Wanted!
Cool Spaceport,in
country, 30 mins from
Orono. 5200/mo. +util.
Wood heat.
Call Michael
942-5185

Lost!!
Silver and Turquoise
Bracelet. 11 found,
please call
*827-7956
Reward!!

P'NuTs FOOD
CO-OP
In the basement of
Chadbourne Hall. Ben
and Jerry's ice cream,
organic coffee, snacks,
and juice. Of course we
also have beans and
rice. Open to all.
Mon. 4-7
'Thurs. 2-7
Sat 10-2
581-1779

Orono Thrift;Mop
Take Pine from 'main
2nd right to birch.
Weds. 11-4, Sat 11-2

Need a paper Typed?
Call Diane at 581-2120
or 945-0993. 24 hour
advance notice please!
Only $2 /pg!-

'GOBBLE!
GOBBLE!

ONLY

16
DAYS LEFT
'TEL
TIFIANKSGIVING
BREAK!!

4

